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Workers load eggs for packaging at Wilcox Family Farms on Thursday, April 9, 2020, inWorkers load eggs for packaging at Wilcox Family Farms on Thursday, April 9, 2020, in
Roy, Wash. Eggs have been one item that can be hard to find on grocery store shelvesRoy, Wash. Eggs have been one item that can be hard to find on grocery store shelves
during the outbreak of the coronavirus, even though the closure of restaurants andduring the outbreak of the coronavirus, even though the closure of restaurants and
large corporate kitchens has led to a decreased demand for food service egg products.large corporate kitchens has led to a decreased demand for food service egg products.
(AP Photo/Ted S. Warren)(AP Photo/Ted S. Warren)
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COVID-19 has ripped off any cover that still obscures the deep inequalitiesCOVID-19 has ripped off any cover that still obscures the deep inequalities
burdening communities of color in America — inequalities that have in a fewburdening communities of color in America — inequalities that have in a few
months’ time become too obvious and too ugly for the rest of us to ignore.months’ time become too obvious and too ugly for the rest of us to ignore.
Americans at large are now clearly dependent for their sustenance, if not theirAmericans at large are now clearly dependent for their sustenance, if not their
survival, on their countrymen of color, on recent immigrants and on those withsurvival, on their countrymen of color, on recent immigrants and on those with
different-sounding names: the medical personnel, the food industry, public transitdifferent-sounding names: the medical personnel, the food industry, public transit
and nursing home workers, and m. . .and nursing home workers, and m. . .
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